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Obtain a family of int”mite binary sequences ky fixing k positions each with 0 or 1 
and allow@ the nonf’ixed positions to vary over 10, lh ‘I%: object of this note is to find 
the maximum number of p&wise disjoint families and to determine the maximum pos- 
sible number of distinct fixed positions. Extensions to n-an infinite sequences will also 
be discussed. 
In an infinite binary sequence fix k positions, each with either 0 or 1. 
Obtain a famiiy of binary sequences by allowing the nonfixed positions 
to vary over {O, I). Two such families are,disjoint if they contain no 
common sequence, i.e., if and only if there is a position which is fixed 
with a 0 in one family and fixed with a 1 in the other family. ‘I3e object 
of this note is to find the maximum number of pairwise disjoint families, 
and to determine the maximum number of distinct fixed positions pos- 
sible in such a collection of families. Extensions to vary infinite sequenctits 
wili also be discussed. 
Let S( loI (5X j1 )) be the family of infinite 0- 1 sequences such that the 
/th term in each sequence is0 (respectively, 1). For k 2 1 and integers 
cI1 < u2 < . . . < ok let 
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where b!i is 0 Of 1) 1 < i < k. :SUCh %; family Of Cl- 1 se”3uences is c,afled a
k- fiizmi~y.. The positifons rj1, a2, . . . . uie in each such sequence are called 
fixed posdtiom. 
Example. Consider the cdlec~itiion of k-families 
e = {S( l@ , F, . . . . P): ef = 0 0t 1, 1. < i G’: k) . 
If(e 1, . . . . ek) ;* (Ei, . . . ..c.), fhrm 
so (3 consists of 2” gairwise isjoint lk-families. This is the maximum 
number cf pakwke cjisjoir,t k.e-famiks possibte as is seen in Theorem 1. 
A k-family S&q ) . ..) .caq) can be represented by a sequence cllf Q’s, k 
l’s and ~3 in which ei is in fixed position ai! 1 < i 6 rk,, and U’S occur in 
the remaltning positions. A partic=ukal- sequence isobbti,ned by alssigning 
either 0 or 1 to each occurrence of U. A cokction e of m k-families 
can thus be represented by an m X n matrix /W(e) of O’s, 1’s and u’s 
with m rows and PO columns, .ig sufficiently kge to exceed all fixed 
positions. M(e) is called a matrix of (2 n An occurrence of 0 or 1 is called 
a fixed entry. Given two r0ws.g and o of M(e) representing d.isjoint 
families, tht:re must be a position Q ( 1 < CL < n) such that in column 4 
of II4 both rows have a fixed entry, one being 1 and the other 0. Such 3 
positian ii called a position cr,f conflict for p and u. 
Roof. Skppose CT contains mlore than 2k dktinct k-families. Let e’ be 
any 2k + 1 k-families in e. A matrix of e’, &f( e’) = M, has 2k + 1 Tows. 
A3 each mw p conta ns k f3ceci positions among the II columns of M, 
each row represents 01-l sequences of length IZ, tk union of whose 
infinite extensions i  the k-family represented by p. Thus all the raws of 
represent (Zk + 1)1[:2’-~) > 2:” O- 1 sequences, of length n and some 
uence must be rel3resented by two different rows. This contr%dictr 
the assumption that the k-families represented by those two mws are 
disjoint. The contradiction establishes Theorem 1. 
. Let C? be a collection of 2k p&wise disjcrtrzt k-families with 
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one fixed entry anmtig these c columns. 
oaf. Suppose no e the sn-dest c’ for which the result doe:; 
not hold. Then fM contains c columns with fixed entries in at most c 
distinct rows, say in r rows, r G c. Let A be the t by c submatrix of M 
consisting of these r rows and c columns. First e > 1, fi,r c = 1 this im- 
plies that there exists a collection of 2& - 1 k-families ;znd 1 (k - l)fam- 
ily which are pairwise disjoint. But, by an argument similar to the proof 
of Theorem 1, this leads tcr a contradiction. So assume c > 1. Fix j. 
1 < j C. r. Choose any j r ws in A. Then there exist at Eeast j 
with fixed entries in these j rows. For if not, removing the j r 
these h, h < j, columns yields c - h columns of M with at most 
r--j<c-hrows ith fixelj entries, contrary to the choice of c. Then 
by Hall’s theorem ] there is a-one-to-one function 8 fro 
of A to the columns of A such that for a row p of A, 
e(p) = a column of A with fixed entiy in row p 
and column S(p)_ 
Construct a new 0-- 1 sequence s = (sl, s2, . ..) as follows: 
(a) For each row p of A, if 4 is the fixed entry in position 8(p) of 
row ps then place 1 -- e in setPI. 
(bj Choose some row p. of A, and consider this row in 113. Let r. be 
any 0-- 1 sequence represented by this row. Let s be idlentical to r. ex- 
cept at those positions determined by (a). 
Now, s is not in any row of M corresponding to a row in A, because 
of (a). 13ut every 0-- 1 sequence is represented by some row of M so s is 
in scsme row outside the rows of A, say a. Since s is identical with ‘0 in 
all p&dons, 1 61 G n, not corresponding to columns of A, none of 
these positions a position of conflict for po and u. But in the c col- 
umns of A, row u has no fixed positions, so that 0 and &lo have no posi- 
tion of conflict in thiese columns either. Thus u and ps rlo not represent 
es, contrary to the choice of (I?. Thus the theorem follows. 
If e z {&I$ . . . . 6@): i = 1,2, . . . . 2k) is a collection 9f 2k mutually 
disjoint k-families, then the number of different fixed positions is given 
fail, ---B Qik} and denoted f(C!). 
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~orohuy . If C? is 4 col~~dlfioiz of p&wise CiisjoiuI k-farttilth, therr 
f(e) < 2” - 1, und this bourtd is best possible . 
Proof. Iff(e) 2 2R, then, bgr Theorem 2, with c = I?, MI C) has alt least 
zk + I rows, contraq to Theorem 1. 
To ti~aw that the’bound is best possible we inductiveiy construct a 
matrix Mk corresponding to Is collection C? of p*airwise disjoint k-liamilies 
with j-(e) = 21F - 1. Let M, = (A,. Few k 2 2, let 
4;I: ‘rr:;; ;;;I, 
where J (0) is the 2 ’ K- * by 1 matrix of 1 ‘s {O’s respectively), aXl Vk _ i 
is the 2k-1 by 2k-1 - 1 matri:u; consisting entirely of u’s. 
Thi5 com+teif the proof of the coroitary. 
ore can be sd about the bounds 1011 f(C), where (3 is a collection 
of 2& pairwice di5Jckri\t k-families. 
or d := k, SW tke example preceeding Theorem 1. Suppcw 
k<d<Zk - 1. Iwo cases are considered. 
(i)k+h.d< 2k-i+k - 1. Let N be tk!e following matrix: 
k-i d k 1 
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where B is the LpkV1 by k --. I O- 1 matrix whose rows gile the 21’~’ 
distinct O-4 seq\lences of length k -- 1. 
(ii) I?* + k < A! 6 ?- ! Let N be the followi] g matrix: 
+ - ,. _.. 
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where B is the 2’-’ by ?’ -_ 1 mattixb&_ 1 
Corahry to Theorem 2. 
-4 I 
c 
used in the proof of the 
Then A’ is a matrix for I? pairwise disjoint k-families (3 wieh 
f(e) = d. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
If we consider infinite sequences with entries choosen from 
0, 192, ...) rt -- 1, then the above results extend to this )I-ary case. Namely. 
using essentiaNy the same arguments W~.J obtain: 
Tlwom . If C? is a cdection of painvise disjoint k-fami?i~?s of n-ary 
Sequewc~s, then 1 e 1 
5. If C? is u cdtectiorz of nk mutuaH_v disjoint k-$bmilies of wary 
seqt4cwes, then f (6) 1, and this bourd is best pornWe. 
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